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My Experience with a Suspected Coronavirus Strain… 
 
Hello all! 
 
OK, in the followings, I’ll try to describe the major points that led me to conclude I may 
have been affected by the damned thingy. 
 
First, the premises I take as given: 
 

• From Sue Arrigo's case 26 "Your sickness and genocide": Link to Post #28 (here) 
 

o “The US Administration has been making many new germs and using the 
vaccines only for their own use. The HIV virus is a BioWarfare germ which 
was developed at Fort Detrick.  
 
‘Over the past two decades there have been only a handful of other 
physicians and health professionals who have had the courage to alert the 
public to evidence that AIDS is man-made (namely Robert Strecker MD, 
William Campbell Douglass MD, Eva Snead MD, and Leonard G Horowitz 
DDS)’ and Dr. Alan Cantwell author of Queer Blood. 
https://web.archive.org/web/20080519002629/http://dark-
truth.blogspot.com/2007/06/more-evidence-hiv-was-man-made-bio.html 
 
It was tested under the supervision of CIA officer Jim Jones on US blacks, 
hispanics, and Native Americans at Jonestown British Guiana. I met Jim 
Jones in the halls of the CIA after that. He did not die in that CIA mass 
murder atrocity that killed over 900 people. Most were not so well mind 
controlled as to ‘voluntarily commit suicide on cue’. Please read the book 
“Was Jonestown a CIA Medical Experiment? by Robert Meier for more 
information. HIV did not accidently escape from Fort Detrick; it was 
intentionally used to target populations, mainly blacks and Third World 
people. For example, HIV infected units of blood were sent to sickle 
cell clinics in Africa, put in vaccines used in Africa, India, Thailand, 
etc. But, infected blood was also wittingly sent by the Shadow govt. 
to Canada with the intention of infecting that population as well. 
The Robber Barons only consider the top 500 wealthiest families in 
the world to be “their own”. In their agenda, they want to allow 
each of those families to have a million relatives on the face of the 
earth and wipe out all the other people. That can be done by creating 
new germs and taking safe vaccines to them, while withholding those 
vaccines from everyone else. Thus, they have developed a vaccine against 
HIV which they have taken but hidden from the rest of the world. In my 
report to Tenet, I stated that this was a crime against humanity which was 
being perpetuated on a daily basis. After he read my report, I asked him 
what he was going to do about all those crimes against humanity, as each 
new germ represented one. He hemmed and hawed and then offered lamely 
that he was not the one making the decision. I asked him who was. He did 
not answer that question directly. He said, “Well, you can come with me to 
the next Presidential briefing in the morning and discuss it with Bush, if you 
think that it will do any good.”  
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I doubted it would do any good, but in the interests of thoroughness I did it 
anyway. I took with me a large stake of my report. My report was over 225 
pages with a couple hundred pages of supporting documents. So, each 
report was almost a ream width of paper. I put 10 of them in a box to take 
with me. Both Cheney and Bush were at that Presidential briefing that 
morning. And Rice was called into it when I started giving my briefing on 
the poor quality of the research done at the BioWarfare Labs. At the end of 
my almost 12 minutes, I concluded with my recommendation that all the 
labs be closed down.  
 
Bush, Jr. said to me, “We wanted to know how to make the research more 
effective. What are your recommendations to do that?”  
 
I asked him, “More effective in what way?” That was a loaded question 
because they did not want to come out and say in front of the many foreign 
bugs likely to be in the Oval Office, “At killing off most of the people in the 
world so we can have all the resources of the planet for just our own 
children.” So, there was a brief uncomfortable silence.  
 
Then Cheney said, “You know what we want. What do we have to do to get 
the level of science up to be able to accomplish it?”  
 
I started off on the tangent of how to make the research safe enough to 
even do and recommended tongue in cheek that it at least be moved off 
shore to join their investments. Rice laughed at that. The others did not. 
They wanted the BioWarfare Labs on US soil to be able to claim an 
accidental release when one was intentional. That suggested to me 
that Rice was not as close into the loop on the actual agenda as the others.  
 
Cheney then said to me “Just get to the point and tell us what needs to be 
done to get the kill ratios up to usable to immobilize a whole population.”  
 
I said, “Of healthy well fed soldiers or starving villagers?”  
 
He said, “Assume a healthy population’.  
 
Then Bush, Jr. added in “What does it take to kill everyone who isn’t 
vaccinated? Can’t we just use several germs at the same time?”  
 
Cheney frowned at that because Bush had said more than was wise for 
plausible deniability. He tried to cover for Bush and added, “In the event of 
war.”  
 
I said, “We are in a war now. It is likely that Middle Easterners have 
different susceptibility rates than Westerners.”  
 
Bush, Jr. said, “Well, we want to be able to cover all bases.”  
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Tenet rolled his eyes up to the ceiling at Bush’s continued faux pas.  
 
Rice tried to rescue him this time and said, “This is just theoretical so that 
we understand all facets of the problem.”  
 
Bush leapt back in and said, “No, I really need to know in case I decide to 
launch this globally.” 
 
Cheney got up and left the room, apparently because Bush had said too 
much and he didn’t want to be implicated by what else Bush said. But that 
did not help Cheney because the next thing that Bush, Jr. said was ‘Cheney 
and I already discussed this before you came this morning and we are of the 
same mind on it. We want the capacity to wipe out all of the “lesser 
beings” on the planet.’ 
 
I played dumb and asked him how he defined that.  
 
He said, “You know, all those who are not members of the CFR 
already” 
 
“And their families?” I offered. 
 
“Well, not all of them,” he said. “You know The List.” 
 
I handed him a copy of it to make sure that we were talking about the same 
list. He nodded yes, and repeated “What do we have to do to get down to 
just those people?” 
 
I told him that their current plans were not good because the science was so 
faulty that even if you used multiple germs that those people had already 
received the vaccines on, that the number of people left alive were likely to 
overwhelm all defenses and overrun and kill the perpetrators. 
 
“That means us, doesn’t it?” he asked. 
 
Rice was shifting uncomfortably in her chair--apparently she knew 
that her family was not on that list. 
 
I said, “Yes. And I don’t think that you can improve the research quality at 
the Labs without inspiring a culture of honesty in them first.” 
 
“How do we do that?” he asked. 
 
“Leadership” I replied. “Model the behavior that you want them to have by 
being honest.” 
 
“What about incentives? Cash incentives?”, he asked. 
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“You already have such a system in place. The researchers know that they 
can get an extra $100,000 by creating a new germ. It is not improving the 
quality of the research, it is only making more germs.” 
 
“But then we will succeed by having lots of them!” he asserted. 
 
“No, lots of them are “me too” germs and they can cause the body to 
develop immunity to many of the other germs in the program.” 
 
“Then we can imprison all those who don’t do good research, to improve the 
quality. How long should they be imprisoned for?” 
 
“I really don’t think that will work either”, I said. “They will get more 
devious, but not more honest.  
 
We went around in circles like this for a while. Finally, Tenet said it was 
getting late.  
 
Bush ended by saying, “I don’t think my being more honest is a good idea. 
People would find out the truth. I think that you better explain this to 
Rockefeller as I sure don’t want to have to. He is going to be very 
disappointed in you. You are failing to make this work the way we want it 
to. I don’t think that will be good for your health, if you keep on resisting us 
in this.” 
 
Cheney came back in as Tenet and I were about to leave. I gave him, Bush, 
and Rice copies of my report. I also left a copy for Rumsfeld, the Head of 
the JCS, and others until I had none left.  
 
Cheney said, “You expect us to read this?” I said, “The first 5 pages are the 
executive summary. The rest is to prove what I said in those 5 pages.”  
 
Bush said, “Oh, I can read that much” and picked his copy back up off the 
side table he had set it on. Then he said to me vehemently, “This better 
deliver what I want or you will be sorry when Rockefeller hears of it.” 
 
Cheney said to Bush, “Don’t worry. We have others to replace her.” 
 
The next month they had 3 other people review the BioWarfare Labs’ 
research without first giving them my report. Those 3 people said much the 
same that I did--the science at the BioWarfare Labs was seriously flawed 
and untrustworthy.  
 
Since the Shadow Govt. intends to make new germs to kill off 11 out of 
every 12 people, without exempting Americans, please inform your friends 
and neighbors to mobilize to stop. Use non-violent protests like Martin 
Luther King, Jr. taught us to do. There is still enough time. The poor 
science at those BioWarfare Labs means that the Shadow 
Government cannot count on a single of their exclusive vaccines 
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working well to protect them. All they have is Yes men saying they will 
work. They are poorly tested because they wanted to hide the fact that they 
have made those germs. What they have is a 3-Stooges type of genocide by 
germ warfare plan.  
 
The US Administration has not even been able to get the Iraqi people clean 
water and electricity after 5 years. Hitler was able to consolidate his gains 
into workable occupations and move onto to invading the next country using 
his success in the first countries. The current administration does not have 
the skill needed to have a single successful occupation after more time than 
the US spent fighting WWII. They think that they can lie their way to 
success by just declaring “Mission Accomplished”. 
 
As I said before, Skull and Bones, the Rockefeller Family and the 
Illuminati in general worship death and believe that the gods they 
worship are pleased by it. They believe that their gods grant them 
favors, such as wealth, in proportion to how well they provide fear, 
anger, and ritual human sacrifices for them to feed off of. This is 
standard Aztec human sacrifice kind of magical thinking. Never mind that 
the Aztecs, the Druids, and Incans, that practiced such human sacrifices 
were ultimately unsuccessful as societies. They still appealed to the Pirates 
of Skull and Bones and the pseudo-mystical Illuminati. These people are not 
scientists. They do not have the patience for. They just want to rape and 
plunder populations without having to think too much about it.” 

 

 
© Karen Bleier/AFP/Getty Images 

In 2008, US President George W. Bush presents the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom to Fauci "for his determined and aggressive efforts to help others 
live longer and healthier lives." 

 
 
 

• From Angelo Roncalli:  
o http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?84115-Angelo-Roncalli-s--

Pope-John-XXIII--1935-Prophecies&p=983842&viewfull=1#post983842 
 

o “At night, the great removal. The two men who thought themselves masters 
of the world, brought before the tribunal on the largest square in the world, 
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before men of the earth and pursued by those who have rebelled. Scientists, 
condemned by them to slavery through their power to put their talents at 
the service of death, will be the accusers.” 

 
• From a Cassiopaean session: Session 21 March 2020 

 
o “A: The virus did not appear first in China. There were experiments at Fort 

Detrick regarding the creation of a vaccine that would make humans more 
controllable. This vaccine had unexpected effects and in some cases did the 
opposite of what was intended. The strain escaped into a population and 
further mutated. Indeed it was carried to China by US soldiers. China soon 
knew the type and origin and launched a massive campaign to control the 
situation. This was seen by Western powers as a good model to follow with 
additional add-on factors. In the meantime further mutations have occurred, 
some engineered via STO forces by virtue of the virus taking hold in certain 
persons whose spiritual force was able to direct the progression. At this 
point, there are two major strains. The elite need to stop the spread of that 
which they "created".” 

 
o (Gaby) But that means this virus has been out there in the world for awhile 

now... 
 
(Andromeda) How long has it been circulating? 
 
A: More than two years. 

 
 
Now, my experience per se: 
 
For quite a while before ending up at the hospital’s emergency ward, I had more and 
more difficulties undertaking any kind of efforts without having to “catch my breath” like 
even walking 10 paces. However, “catching my breath” was a misnomer because I could 
breathe full pulmonary capacity but it was taking longer and longer to reset and make 
another 10 paces… along with being more and more wobbly on my legs. That perplexed 
me quite a bit: 
 

• I could breathe but the energy to keep walking was taking longer and longer to 
feed my muscles. 

 
Around that same time, my neighbor mentioned that he too was experiencing difficulties  
with sustained effort and having to “catch his breath” to keep going… so he went to see 
his physician who told him from the result of a blood sample that his red cells count was 
quite low and prescribed him iron supplements which seemed to handle his problem… 
 
So, once in the hospital, I ended up in the Pneumo ward and then was in Isolation with 
nurses and visitors having to wear masks and gloves because no one could pinpoint what 
I was suffering from beside a phlebitis and the femoral veins blood clots which could 
generate a pulmonary embolism (https://www.thefreedictionary.com/embolus) but there 
was also some lungs symptoms which could be akin to some Tuberculosis and whatever, 
hence the isolation. 
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Then the hospital switch to another one with better equipments and staff where isolation 
was carried on until it was determined I wasn’t, in anyway, contagious, via endoscopy, 
etc… 
 
Finally, I got out of there before the “real” corona virus hit France and the subsequent 
lockdown. 
 
Actually, I couldn’t relate my hospital experience with the covid until this one came out: 
 
https://vimeo.com/402537849 
 

 
Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell.  
 
According to Dr. Kyle Sidell, COVID-19  is an “Oxygen Deprivation Disease” 
dissimilar from Pneumonia or ARDS (Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome) 

 
And the clincher came with this one: 

https://www.henrymakow.com/2020/04/pandemic-gifted-Italy-to-China.html  

by Paolo  

(henrymakow.com)  

[...] 

“Some Italian doctors, doing many autopsies on corpses of people who died of 
coronavirus, found that the virus does not cause pneumonia but thrombosis to 
the pulmonary artery which are easily mistaken for pneumonia.  

“In other words, people have died because they were [treated] for the wrong disease. 
Coronavirus causes cardiovascular failures, not pulmonary ones.  

“Trump was right: Hydroxychloroquine is really a game changer. In the first phase of 
the disease, patients must be [treated] with Hydroxychloroquine; only if the situation 
worsens is it necessary to use heparin in order to liquefy the blood.” 

[…] 
 
Voilà …  
 
From there, the orchestration of mass hysteria and the creation of that crisis out of thin 
air following the well grooved formula of “Problem – Reaction – Solution” onto which 
Rahm Emanuel’s MO is grafted:  
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“You never let a serious crisis go to waste. And what I mean by that [is:] it's an 
opportunity to do things you think you could not do before.”  

 
The whole thing was admitted by Pompeo with his “an exercise gone live”… “they” had a 
spectrum of simulations and drills at the ready to chose from to satisfy maximum yields 
for multiple outcomes. I.e., the pandemic wasn’t supposed to happen before the vaccine 
was worked out at Fort Detrick… but it leaked out and became a “Me Too” germ as Sue 
Arrigo put it… and, for all “their” intents and purposes, was a dud (lethality barely equal 
to, or even less than, a regular flu)… so, the next best thing for plausible deniability was 
to send it to Wuhan via inept, non-competitive US soldiers; next to a level 4 Bio-lab while 
Fort Detrick was shutdown for safety issues. 

 
 
From there, “their” ready made music sheets for “their” philharmonic orchestration were 
handed to the media (you know… copy cats of “Putin’s Missile”) and the orchestra is still 
playing its cacophonic symphony. 
 
Now, there is something of a glitch somewhere: how the hell did I get to catch that 
damned thingy since I was already living like a hermit for a long while and 5G is nowhere 
near this part of France? Accordingly, was what I experienced something due to a 
coronavirus strain or a mere run of the mill blood infection/inflammation? But, then, the 
latter doesn’t explain my neighbor’s similar symptoms. 
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I hope the above can help sort out some confusions inserted via too many misdirections 
and distractions. 
 
Love to all and my heartfelt thanks for your support and get well wishes during my 
hospital journey, be cautious and get and/or stay well! 
 
PS: According to Jim Stone: 
 

To fight disinfo, FOR THE RECORD:  
 

This outbreak was caused by a virus that has embedded in its code what is 
called a "P-shuttle sequence" which is what Crispr uses to embed code, and 
this occurs ONLY when Crispr is used. 
 
BLAME CHINA, don't even think about pointing the finger at Ft. Detrick like I 
did in mid February. 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


